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Relations between

cohomology groups in a complex

By Samuel Eilenberg, New York

In a récent paper [4] the author and S. MacLane hâve established a
rather peculiar isomorphism in the cohomology theory of groups. The

isomorphism asserts that

Hn(Q,G*) &Hn+*(Q,G) n>0

where Q is any (multiplicative) group, G is an abelian group with Q as

operators. The group G* is defined, in terms of a représentation Q F/R
where F is a free group and R is an invariant subgroup, as the group of

ail homomorphisms R ->G with suitable operators of Q on G*. Next,
both F and R are factored by the commutator group of R and there
results a représentation Q Fo/Ro with Ro abelian. This is a group
extension which defines a cohomology class foe H2(Q, Ro) with Q sui-

tably operating on i?0. The groups Ro and #* are suitably paired to G,

and the isomorphism (*) is then defined for each / € Hn(Q, G*) as the

cup-product /o U / e Hn+2 (Q, G).

Let now K be a simplicial complex and Q nx (K) the fundamental

group of K. If suitable homotopy groups of K vanish then the cohomology

groups of Q are isomorphic with the cohomology groups of K (see

[3], [1], [2]). Since Q opérâtes on the coefficient groups, local coefficient

Systems hâve to be used in K. Thus (*) becomes an isomorphism of the

cohomology groups of K.
In this paper we show how this isomorphism can be set up intrinsi-

cally in the complex K using the cup-product with a suitable 2-dimen-
sional cocycle in K. The proof of the isomorphism still utilizes (*). It
would be désirable to make this proof intrinsic.

The particular 2-dimensional cocycle in K used, is one of a séquence
of characteristic cocycles that we define in this paper and that should

find other applications.
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1. Local Systems of groups in a simplicial complex.

This section gives a brief review of Steenrod's local coefficient theory
[5] for simplicial complexes, with minor modifications.

Let K be a connected simplicial complex. A local System G {GA yAB}
of groups in K consists of two functions ; the first assigns to each vertex
A of K a group GA the second to each pair A, B of vertices of K, which
are contained in a simplex of K, an isomorphism

7ab 'Gb->Ga
subject to the condition

7ab ïbc — ïac

for A, B, C in a simplex of K. It foliows that

7aa identity yAB

A homomorphism W of the System G {OA, yAB) into the System
G'= {0^,7^} is a family of homomorphisms

VA'- Ga -* ^
defined for each vertex of i£, such that in the diagram

7ab

the commutativity relation

Va 7ab= YabVb

holds. If each ipA is an isomorphism (onto) then W is called an isomorphism

12/ r* ^j cfir fjr && Ix

A typical example of a local System is obtained by taking GA to be
the n-th homotopy group nn(K,A) relative to the vertex A as base
point. The isomorphisms yAB are then the well known isomorphisms qab
used to prove that "the homotopy group is independent of the base
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point". The resulting local System will be denoted by IIn (K) {nn (K,A),
Qab}-

An edge-path (Kantenzug) in K is a séquence

Jr A0}. Ar

of vertices of K such that each pair Ai^_1 and Ai is in a simplex of K
for i — 1,..., r. If G {GA, yAB) is a local System in K, then

YP 7A0A1---YAr_1Ar
is an isomorphism

In particular if Ao Ar — A then yP is an automorphism of GA. This
leads to the définition of the automorphisms

for each oc €7t1(K,A). Thèse automorphisms hâve the foliowing pro-
perties

7aia2 yai 7a2 7i identity

7ab Y** 7a if «' € ^1 (^ > -4) and ^B <%; <5c

In view of thèse properties we say that the local System II1 (K) opérâtes
on the local System G. If W {y*A} is a homomorphism G -> Gr then
each ipA :GA ->(?^ is an operator homomorphism. Conversely any ope-
rator homomorphism yjA : (?4 -> (?^ given for a particular vertex ^4 of

jff extends uniquely to a homomorphism W : G -> G'.
If for a vertex A oi K, yoc identity for ail oc en^K^A), then the

same holds at ail the vertices of K and the System G is called simple.
A simple System is isomorphic with a local System G' {GfA,yAB}
in which the groups GA are ail equal and yAB identity. Thus a simple
local System may be treated as a single group.

Let G {GA, yAB) be a local System of abelian groups in K. A

g-coehain (pot K over G is a function which to every séquence A0,... ,Aq
of vertices of K, ail contained is a simplex of K, assigns an élément

q>(A°,..., Aq) oîGA0. The g-cochains form an abelian group Cq(K, G).

The coboundary ôq> is a (q + l)-cochain defined by

{ô<p){A\
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It is easy to verify that dôy 0. The group of cocycles Zq(K,G) is

then defined as the kernel of ô : Cq -> Cq+l while the group of coboun-
daries Bq(K, G) is the image group of ô : Cq~l -> Cq. The q-th coho-

mology group of K over G is

Hq(K, G) Zq(K, G) / Bq(K, G)

H W {ipA } is a homomorphism of the local System G into the local
System Gr then

<p' (A*,. .,A*) VAO<p{A»,. .,A*)

yields a homomorphism Cq(K, G) -> Cq(K, G') which commutes with
<5. This in turn induces a homomorphism

Wq : Hq(K, G) -* ^«(iT, Gf)

If ï7 is an isomorphism G ^ Gf then ÎP9 also is an isomorphism onto.
Consequently if G is simple Hq(K, G) is isomorphic with an ordinary
cohomology group Hq(K, G), with a single coefficient group G.

An alternative description of the cohomology groups of K over G can
be obtained by passing to the universal covering complex K of K. The

fondamental group nx (K) (relative to the base point F) acts on K as a

group of transformations (covering transformations) and also acts as a

group of operators on the group G Gv. The equivariant cohomology

group Hqe(K9G) is then defined and is isomorphic with Hq(K, G), as
is shown in détail in [2].

Let T : Kx ~> K be a simplicial mapping. Given any local system of
groups G {GA yAB) in K define a local system T7* G of groups in
Kx as follows

î7* G { GT{A), yT{A)T(B)}

for vertices A, B in Kt.
If G is abelian and (p€Cq(K, G) then setting

T* (p(A°,...,Aq) (p(T(A°),..., T(A*))

we find that T* cp e Cq(Kl9 T* G). Clearly ÔT* <p T* ôy so that a
homomorphism

T* : #«(#, G) ->Hq(K1, T* G)
is obtained.

and G»={GA,yAB} be
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three local Systems of abelian groups in K. We shall say that the Systems
G' and G" are paired to the System G provided for every g1 *G'A and
gn c GA an élément of g! U g" € GA is defined such that

A pairing of the groups Cp(K,G') and Cq(K, G") to the group
C*>+q(K, G) is then defined as follows

for <pr €C*>(K,Gf), cp"€Cq(K, G"). The usual coboundary formula

d(<p'i)<pff)= (ô<p/)U<p"+ (~-l)*VU dp"

follows by computation. It follows that, if <p ' and <p" are cocycles, (p'U<pff

is a cocycle, and if in addition either <p ' or <pn is a coboundary then
ç/Uç/7 is a coboundary. There results a pairing of the cohomology

groups Hv(K, Gr) and H«(K, G") to the group Hp+*(K, G).
If T : Kx -> K is simplicial and G1, G/f, G are abelian local Systems

inZwith G7, G/; paired to G then T*G', î7* Gt! are paired to T*G
and

2. The effect of the fondamental group on higher cohomology groups.

In this section we state the theorem on the influence of the funda-
mental group upon the higher cohomology groups. In the case of simple
coefficients the theorem was first proved by Eilenberg and MacLane [3],

and independently by Eckmann [1]. For local coefficients the theorem
was established by the author [2]. The statement of the relationship has

been altered formally to suit the applications in the later sections.
Let a vertex V of K be selected as base point. We shall write G and

nn(K) instead of Gv and nn(K,V).
For each vertex A of K sélect an edge-path Kantenzug) P{A)

leading from V to A, with P(V) being the identity path. If A and B

are vertices in a simplex of K then

W(A, B) P(A) AB
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is an edge-path from F to F and détermines an élément of nx (K) that
we shall dénote by co(A, B). It is easy to see that

co(A,B)co(B,C) œ(A,C) (2.1)

for vertices A, B, C in a simplex of K.

Let G {GA ,yAB) bea local System of abelian groups in K. Since

n^K) acts as a group of operators on G GV we may eonsider the
cohomology theory of nx(K) with coefficients in We shall use the
non-homogenous description of cochains [4], Given a cochain

for the group 7tt(K), eonsider the cochain

XJeCHK,G)

for the complex K, defined by

xj(A\...,A") YpUo)f (o>(A°, 41),..., o>(A«-\ A')) (2.2)

Since for x1,..., xq+1 e nx (K)

(ôf) (*!,..., xQ+1) yXl f(z2,...,xv+1)

and since yp^0) yffl(j(, 4l) y^0X1 yp^1} it follows from (2.2) and
(2.1) that

(x ôf) {A\..
Q+l

+ Z (- 1)* h f{A\.
Thus xà ôx and consequently a homomorphism

?)->^(^)G) (2.3)(1)is defined.

Although the définition of k for cochains dépends upon the choice of
the path System {P(A)} we shall show that the homomorphism (2.3) is
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indépendant of this ehoice. In fact let {P(A)} be another path System
and let ct>, x be defined from {P(A)} in the same way as co and x were
defined from {P(A)}. For every vertex A oi K,let r(A) be the élément

of n^K) determined by the closed path P(A)P(A)~1. Then

œ{A, B) t(B) r(A) œ(A9B) (2.4)
For every eochain

define the eochain

DftCq(K,G)
by setting

<>, A1),...,

Using (2.4), we find by a straightforward computation that

Hence x f — 'x f ô Df if/isa cocycle and thus

xf=xf for f€Hq(n1(K),G)

A cocycle f€Zq(K, G) will be called a spherical annihilator if for

every simplicial map T : SQ -> K, where Sq is any simplicial division
of the g-sphere, the cocycle î7* / €Zq(Sq, T* G) is a coboundary. The

spherical annihilators form a subgroup of Zq(K, G) containing the

group of coboundaries Bq(K, G). The subgroup of Hq(K, G)
determined by the spherical annihilators is denoted by Aq(K, G).

We shall now prove that

x(Hq(7t1(K),G))aAq(K, G) for q^2 (2.5)

Indeed let / cZq(nx(K), G) : it was proved in [4], § 6 that we may
assume that / is normalized, i. e. that f(x19..., xQ) 0 if at least one

of the arguments xl9...,xq is 1. Let T : Sq -> K be simplicial;
without loss of generality we may assume that the base point V of K is

of the form F T(U) where U is a vertex of Sq. Select the path

System {P(A)} in K in such a way that if A e T(Sq) then P(A) is the
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T-image of a path in SQ (with U as base point). Then for any vertices A0,
A1 in a simplex of 8q the path

W(T(A°), TiA1)) - P(T(A«)) T(A°) T(A*) PÇTiA1))-1

is the T-image of a closed path in SQ. Since q ^ 2 we hâve tz^S*) 0

so that W is nullhomotopic. Thus

co(T(A°), T(Al))= 1

Now

i), t (A*)))

Hence î7* » / 0 and « / is a spherical annihilator.
The main theorem on the efifect of vii(K) upon the cohomology

groups of K can now be formulated.

Theorem I. If K is a conneeted simplicial complex sueh that

0 for 1 < i < q

then for every local System G {GA yA B } of abelian groups in K the
following isomorphisms hold

k : Hi {nx{K),Q) « H* (K, G) for i< q

G) & Aq {K, G)

where G Gv, F is the base point of K, and the operators of n^
on G are defined by the local System G.

If the local Systems G1 {G'A,yAB} and G" {GA,yAB} arepaired
to G then the groups G' Gfv and G'1 Gnv are operator paired
to G GV, i.e.

for every oce^) p
°9(^i(K),G/f) tothegroup
(see [4])

A pairing of the groups Cp (n^K), G ') and

group CP+q(n1(K)iO) is then defined as follows
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The usual formula

ô(f'\jf) (<5/')Uf + (- Vpf'Uàf
is then valid and therefore a pairing of the cohomology groups
H^(n1{K)iOf) and H^n^K),^) to the group Hv+'faiK), 0) is

obtained.
From the définitions it follows that

x ff{A\ ...,A*)U y"A*AV x f{AP,..

thus
xii'\}f) xfrUxf (2.5)

i. e. x préserves the cup-product.

3. Characteristic cocycles %n + * (n > 1).

Let Kn (n>0) be the w-dimensional skeleton of the complex K. For
each vertex A oi K the homotopy groups of K, of lTn, and the relative
homotopy groups of K and i£n, form a séquence

a

^(JT, -4) <- n±{Kn9 A)+-tz2(K, Kn,A)<
a

«- 7rr(i:3 Zw, i4) <- wr(Z, -4) <- 7rr(Zn, A) <-nr+1{K, Zn, 4) «

which is exact, in the sensé that the kernel of each homomorphism is the

image of the next one. If A and B are vertices in a simplex of K then
the isomorphism qab of the homotopy séquence at B onto the homotopy
séquence at A is defined in the usual way, and satisfies

Qaa identity, qab e^
Now assume that n>l. U A, B, C are vertices in a simplex of K,

then A, B, G are also vertices of a simplex of Kn and therefore

QabQbc ^ Qac •
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Thus the groups of the homotopy séquence are local Systems of groups
in K. There results an exact séquence of local Systems

nx(K) <- nx(Kn) +-IT2(K, Kn) <~ • • •

<- nr(K, k«) <- nr(K) <- nr(K«) <- nr+1(K, k-) +-...
Observe that IIr(KyKn) 0 for r<n andtherefore TIr(K) ^ IIr(Kn).

We shall be particularly interested in the homomorphisms

nn+1 (K, K") 4- nn (Z-) -> nn

The image System under d will be denoted by 0n {
Let A0,..., An+1 be vertices of K contained in a simplex of K. Let

An+1 be an (n + l)-dimensional simplex with vertices dOi..., dn+1 and
let L : An+1 -> K be a simplicial map such that L(di) A1, i
0,..., n + 1. The boundary Àn+1 of An+1 is then mapped into Kn. Thus
L is a map of triples

L : (d»+i, J»+i, d0) -> (Z, Xw, A*)

With Jn+1 oriented by the ordering of its vertices, this map détermines
an élément

Xn+1(A°,. ..,An^)enn+1(K, Kn, A0)

and we may regard xn+1 as a cochain of K over the local System
nn+1(K,K%

Theorem II,,. xn+1 is a cocycle

its cohomology class will be denoted by #n+1.

Indeed, let A0,..., An+2 be vertices of K contained in a simplex of
K and let L : An+2 ~> K be a simplicial map of an (n + 2)-simplex
An+* with vertices d0,..., dn+2 such that L(d{) ^l<, t 0,.. .n + 2.

Let J, be the face of An+2 with vertices d0,..., di9..., dn+2. The maps

L : (Aif Âi9 d0) -> (K, K\A») i 1,..., n + 2

détermine the éléments
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while the map
Li{A*9A*9d1)-*{K9K

détermines the élément

Xn+1(A\..., A*+*) e77n+1(Z, Kn, A1)
Also the map

L : (Àn+2, A°, A°) -> (K, Kn, K°)

détermines an élément oc €7in+1(K, Kn, A0). By a gênerai additivity
theorem in homotopy theory

«4-2 /s

ôxn+1(A°,...yAn+2)

However a 0 since £ is defined throughout ail of An+2 and thus
ôxn+1 0.

Combining the cocycle xn+1 with the map

d:I7n+1(K,K»)->dn
yields a cocycle

whose cohomology class will be denoted by £w+1.

Assume now that n^K) 0. The local Systems ITn+1(K, Kn) and

6n are then simple and can be replaced by the single groups nn+1 (K, Kn)
and ên. Thus xn+1 an(i £w+1 become cocycles in the ordinary sensé

Assume further that

^•(iT) 0 for i 1,..., n — 1

It follows that
jci(Kn) 0 for i= l,...,n — l

and from the exactness of the séquence

I > nn(K, K») 0

it follows that ^(IP) maps onto jrre (Z) with kernel ên. Further from a

theorem of Hurewicz
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The map nn(Kn) -> Jcn{K) may thus be replaced by the natural homo-
morphism Zn (K) -> Hn (K) and under this substitution the group ên
is replaced by the group Bn(K) of boundaries. Thus £n+1 may be regar*
ded as a cocycle

This last cocycle could of course be defined directly in terras of homology,
without any assumption on K and without local Systems.

Indeed, consider the boundary homomorphism

which may be regarded as a cochain

Then 9 is a cocycle and is equal to hgn+1.

We may observe that the cocycle |n+1 may be regarded as the 5,obstruc-
tion" against retracting Kn+1 to Kn, and %n+1 as the ,,obstruction"
against retracting Kn+1 to Kn by déformation.

4. The cocycles #2 and £2.

We now turn to the discussion of the case n 1. The relation
Qab Qbc ~ Qac *s ^hen not always valid and the groups involved will
hâve to be modified before they form local Systems.

Let y2(A) be the commutator subgroup of n2(K, K1, A) and let
H\{A) be the kernel of the homomorphism

i1:7t1(K\A)->Tz1(K,A) (4.1)

Since ix is a mapping onto, kx(A) is an invariant subgroup of n1{K1,A)
and by exactness, ^(A) d7t2(K, K1, A). It follows that

is the commutator subgroup of x^A) and is an invariant subgroup of
both Xl(A) and n^K1^). Define

^(Z, K\ A) 7t2(K, K\ A) I y2(A) (4-2)

n,(K\ A) Wl(ZS A) I [xM), *i(^)] (4-3)

K\ A) ^(A) / [^(A), x,(A)] (4.4)
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and consider the séquence

iï^A) <-n2(K, K\ A) *- tz2(K, A) < (4.5)

The définition of the isomorphisms qab carries over to the groups of the

séquence (4.5). We shall show that the groups of the séquence (4.5) form
a séquence of local Systems

d ~

Indeed, let A, B, C be vertiees in a simplex of K and let a be the élément
of Tt^K1^) determined by the path ABCA. The automorphism
Qab Qbc Qca *s then équivalent with operating with the élément a on
the groups of (4.5). Since a maps into the unit élément of 7tx{K, A) it
follows from exactness that a dp for some fl €7i2(K, K1, A). It is

known that operating with a on n2(K, K1, A) is équivalent with con-

jugation by /?, while operating with a on the higher groups of the séquence
is trivial. Thus ex opérâtes trivially on tc2(K, K1, A) and therefore also

on iï^A). It follows that qab qbc qac-
The cocycle x2 is then defined exactly as in the previous section except

that %2{A°, A1, A2) is considered as an élément of n2(K, K1, A0). The

same proof as before yields

Theorem IIj. %2 is a cocycle

its cohomology class will be denoted by ^2.

Combining x2 with the map 3 :II2(K, K1) -> dx we obtain a cocycle

whose cohomology class will be denoted by
Consider now the homomorphism

(both groups taken at the base point V) induced by (4.1). 0 maps nx (K1)

onto nx (K) with the abelian group &x as kernel. Thus the pair (nx (K1), <P)

is a group extension of nx (K) by êx. This extension induces operators of

7tx(K) on #x. We shall show that thèse operators agrée with the operators

resulting from the local System 6X. What needs to be proved is that

te««^, /».*, ^a)/S==a/?a-i. (4.6)
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If P and Q are closed edge-paths (about the base point V) representing
the éléments a and /? of nx then q0^ /? qPfl and from the définition of

qp it follows directly that qp /? is represented by the path PQP'1. This
proves (4.6).

The extension {nx (K1), 0) détermines a cohomology class

Theorem III. xfo= |2.

Proof. Let {P(A)} be the path System used in defining x. For each
pair of vertices A, B of a simplex of K let

co(A,B)e7tx(K) Q(A,B)€n1(Kl)

be the éléments determined by the closed path

W(A, B) P(A)ABP(B)~1
Clearly

B) co(A,B) (4.7)

Let A0, A1, A2be vertices of K in a simplex of K. From the définition
of %2{A°, A1, A2) €7c2(K,Kx,A°) and from the définition of the map
9 : n2(K, K1, A) -^^(A) it follows that £2(A°, A1, A2) is the élément
of ^(^q) determined by the closed path A0 A1 A2 A0. Thus the
élément Qp(A0)i2(A°,A1)A2) of #x is determined by the path

P(A°)A°A1 A2A°P(A0)-1

Since this path is homotopic in K1 with the path

W(AQ, A1) W{A\ A2) W(AQ, A2)-1
It follows that

Q (A°, A*)Q{A\A2) qP{A0) I2 (A»9 A\A2)Q (A\ A2) (4.8)

Now sélect for each x €nx(K) a représentative u(x) en^K1) so that

0u(x) x
Then for x, y € nx(K)

u{x)u(y) fç>{x,y)u{xy)

where the factor set /0 is a cocycle /0 €Z2{n1{K)i êt) in the cohomology
class /0.
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From (4.7) we deduce that

Û(A9B) h(A, B)u(a)(A,B))

for some h (A, B) eâ1. The left hand side of (4.8) then yields

Q(A°, A1) Q(A\ A2) h(A°, A1)u(co(A°, A1)) h {A1, A2)u(a)(A\ A2))

h(A°, A*)[Qa){AOyA1)h(A\ A2)] u(co{A\ A*))u(co(A\ A2))

h(A*, A*) [QaxAo^HA*, A2)] fQ(a>(A°, A*), co(A\ A*))u(p{A», A2))

while the right hand side gives

qP{A9) i2(A°, A\ A2)h{A\ A2)u(co(A«, A2))
and thus

h(A°, A*) [QaxAo^h^1' A*)~\ fo(*>(A°, A*), co(A\ A2))

Since ail the éléments involved are in êt we can pass to additive notation.

Applying Q^\AQ) will place ail the éléments in the group ê^A0):

^1) + Qp^Q^ao.ai)^ (A1, A2)

Now observe that

and by (2.2)

e?(WoM^0, A1l ^{A\ A2)) x U{A°, A\ A2)

Define the cochain (peC1^, Qx) by setting

Then
<p(A*9 A*) + QA.Ax<p{A\ A2) + h fo(A», A\ A2)

or £2 h /0 + ô(p

which proves the theorem.
From Theorems I and III we deduce

CorollarylV. |2 € A*(K, flj.
This fact could easily be established directly.
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5. The réduction theorems.

Given two local Systems G {GA yAB], H {HA, rjAB} of abelian

groups in K define a new System

where TA is the group of ail homomorphisms of HA into GA while rA B
is defined for each t € TB as

rABt ÏABtrlAB •

Setting

for A c .ff j3, £ € TB we find

r^5 (hUt) yAB t (h) y^ « (^^^ ^5 A)

(TAB 0 (^fi *) VAB hVtABt

so that H and GH are paired to G.
In particular if we consider the local System G01 then the mapping

(p -> £2 U cp for ç? e Hn(K, Ge±) defines a homomorphism

Ç*U:Hn(K, Ge*)->Hn+*(K, G) (5.1)

Let G&1 be the group of the System GGl at the base point V. Then G*1

is the group of ail homomorphisms t : & t -> 6? with operators

Then the correspondent / -» /0 U/ for / € Hn fa (K) ,G&1), oce^ {K)
yields a homomorphism

/0U ;H«{n1(K)9G*i)-+H«+*(

This is precisely the homomorphism used in [4], § 10 to establish the cup
product réduction theorem. Indeed setting

F nx (K1) R dn2 (K,^)
we find that F is free and that F is mapped onto nx (K) with R as kernel.
Thus

Further by (4.3) and (4.4)
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so that

and /0 is the cohomology class in H2(n1(K)iê1) H2(n1(K), Ro) deter-
mined by the extension (5.2). Hence the réduction theorem of [4]
implies that

/0U :Hn(n1{K)9Qh)**Hn+*(n1{K),G) for w>0. (5.3)

Further from (2.5) and Theorem III we deduce that

*(/oU/) ^/0U«/- |2U*/ (5.4)

Combining (5.3), (5.4) and Theorem I yields

Theorem V. If q > 0 and

ni(K) O for l<i<q + 2

then the following isomorphisms hold

Ç*U:Hn{K, G6*) x*Hn+2(K, G) for 0<i<q
|2 U : H« (K, G9') ** A«+* (K, G)

Since in this theorem it is assumed that n2 (K) 0 it follows that the

local Systems 6± and ÏI^K^K1) are isomorphic under d and therefore

in the theorem £2 can be replaced by y^ with G°x replaced by G112.

Before we proceed with a discussion of the homomorphism (5.1) for
n 0, we n^ust examine more closely the groups H° (K, G) and

H0(7t1(K),0). Let <p€C°(K,G) be any O-eochain of K over G. Then
ô(p(A°, A1) y^oAiViA0) — (piA1). Hence q> is a cocycle if and only if

This implies that if P is any edge-path joining vertices A and B of K then

Since K is connected it follows that the value cp(V) of <p at the base

point F, détermines the cocycle ç>. Moreover the élément cp(V) eO is

invariant under the operators ya, a€7r1(J?). Let C?^ dénote the sub-

group of OA consisting of the éléments invariant under the operators. The

groups O°A form a simple subsystem G0 of G. Thus G0 may be identified
with the group 0° (at the base point) and

H°(K, G) H°(K, G°) G0
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Nowconsider / €C°(tc1(K)9G). Then f€0 and (ôf)(x) yxf - f for
every x e nx (K). Hence / is a cocycle if and only if / is in the subgroup
G*. Thus

With thèse conventions the mapping x : R*{px{K),Qt) ->H°(K, G) be-
comes the identity map of 0° onto G0.

Now consider a 0-cocycle cp eZo(K, G°l). The coboundary formula
then gives 9?(-4) rAS cp{B) yAB <p(B) qJ^, or

ïab<P(b) •

Thus cp is simply a homomorphism 6X -> G of the local System 0X into G.
This homomorphism is determined by an operator homomorphism

Further

(I2 U <p)(A», A\ A")

Thus £2 U 99 is the image of the cohomology class £2 under the
homomorphism

H*{K,01)-+H*{K,G)

induced by the homomorphism

q> : 01 -> G

Similarly if we consider 9?(F) as a cohomology class in H°(n^K),
then /0U9?(F) is the image of /0 under the homomorphism

induced by the operator homomorphism

<p(V) :«!->(?

Since k maps H2(7tt(K),G) isomorphically onto yl2(Z, G). Theorem
13.1 of [4] yields
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Theorem VI, Let Hom (0l9 G) be the group of ail homomorphisms y
of the local System 0X into the local System G. The mapping

Hom(01? G) -> H2(K, G) (5.5)

which to each q> assigns the image of £2 under the induced homomorphism

H*(K,BÙ-»H*(K, G)

maps Hom (61, G) onto A2 K, G). The kernel of (5.5) consists of those

homomorphisms <p, for which the operator homomorphism q> V) : ûx -> G

can be extended to a crossed homomorphism cp : n^K1) ->G.
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